
Tricentis LiveCompare
AI-powered analytics and insights significantly reduce risk, time, and cost of delivering changes to SAP solutions. 
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Navigating the intricacies of your testing landscape amid 
SAP migrations poses challenges in pinpointing the right 
objects for testing. The absence of an impact analysis tool 
hampers your organization’s ability to streamline efficiency, 
enhance speed, and optimize business flow.

LiveCompare makes it easy for your team to deliver your 
digital transformation goals with guides developed with SAP 
Activate in mind to show teams which quality activities to 
perform and when.

The problem

Solution

LiveCompare eliminates the uncertainty associated with test selection by providing precise insights into the testing requirements before 
deploying changes to production. By consistently monitoring SAP delivery pipelines and production systems, LiveCompare identifies 
potential issues that could jeopardize your SAP projects. Leveraging Risk AI technology, LiveCompare swiftly informs you about alter-
ations in your SAP system, highlighting areas that require immediate testing. Its DevOps-friendly capabilities not only enhance quality 
but also accelerate deployment speed within your SAP practice. LiveCompare empowers you to expedite releases, optimize operations, 
and execute transformations with confidence, seamlessly integrating with Tricentis Tosca.

Know Exactly What’s Changed

Release Assurance: LiveCompare finds dependent objects that may cause errors when custom transports are imported from QA into a 
production environment, minimizing downtime, and maximizing productivity.

Code Watch: Custom code is a main factor of nearly every business that uses SAP, and LiveCompare monitors and analyzes the quality 
of custom ABAP code, helping developers commit quality code, every time.

Compare Objects: LiveCompare ensures SAP systems stay synchronized by identifying where key source objects (or their dependencies) 
are out of sync.

Know the Impact of Changes

Change Impact Analysis: LiveCompare uses AI powered analytics to identify the SAP objects that are put at risk from a transport, support 
pack, or ChaRM change request, further reducing risks to your company’s essential processes and reputation.

Continuous Developer Impact Analysis: LiveCompare instantly detects ABAP code changes in your SAP systems and executes ABAP unit 
tests, code quality checks, and impact analysis against them, helping developers release higher-quality code faster.

About Tricentis LiveCompare

Key Capabilities

Tricentis LiveCompare reduced testing scope by 84%

None Traditional LiveCompare

Test scopes by impact analysis tool used

Standard objects

Custom objects

https://be.tricentis.com/media-assets/pdf/Tricentis-report_Forrester-Total-Economic-Impact-of-SAP-Application-Testing-Solutions-by-Tricentis-1.pdf


DISCLAIMER: Note, the information provided in this statement should not be considered as legal advice. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these statements, and they should not be 
relied upon in making purchasing decisions or for achieving compliance to legal regulations.
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A leader in continuous testing and software quality engineering, Tricentis enables public sector IT modernization and digital transformation 
through low-code automated testing and risk mitigation for mission-critical applications, processes, and data. Constituents depend on 
accessible and reliable software to interact with public sector organizations. We build trust in government and education services by 
enabling the quality release of mission-critical applications, processes, and data, accelerated through testing that is completed in hours 
instead of weeks.

About Tricentis

Get started with Tricentis LiveCompare Demo Request  |  Guided Demo

Tricentis LiveCompare

Continuous Configuration Analysis: LiveCompare automatically finds and reports configuration-related changes to your SAP systems, 
identifying data changes affecting configuration and master data while providing precise functional testing guidance.

Continuous InfoSec Impact Analysis: Automatically detects and reports security-related changes to your SAP systems, identifying 
impacted roles and capabilities before they threaten productive systems and interrupt vital business processes.

Know How to Accelerate Transformation 

Smart Project Guides: Smart project guides help SAP customers accelerate and de-risk innovation for a variety of SAP scenarios by 
taking all the guesswork out of what quality-related activities should be performed, by role, at each stage of a project, from planning all 
the way through production.

Role-Based UI: LiveCompare’s role-based UX ensures that users can quickly find the reports, real-time analytics, and activities relevant 
to their role whenever they open LiveCompare.

Customer proof points

“LiveCompare ensures we’re testing the right things and spending resources in the right places,” said their SAP 
application development lead. “When developing a regression test plan, the data received from LiveCompare 
allows us to more accurately tailor each plan to an individual release. Instead of testing everything we test only 
what’s impacted. That has translated into a direct resource savings of 30-40%.” 

- Food and Beverage Company

Business Outcomes 

• Release to market faster and more efficiently by testing the 
most important objects rather than the entire suite every 
time 

• Continuously maintain quality in development systems 

• Release with confidence by performing ad-hoc analysis when 
problems occur

• Gain full visibility of what objects are affected

https://www.tricentis.com/software-testing-tool-trial-demo/livecompare-demo
https://www.tricentis.com/explore-products/livecompare

